Implementing Safe and Effective Pretrial Services
Steps L.A. County Can Take to Decrease the Pretrial Population

For Los Angeles County to achieve its goal of providing “care first, jails last” and to finally fulfill its commitment to close Men’s Central Jail, the county needs to reduce the number of people held in pretrial detention.¹ The L.A. Board of Supervisors took an important step towards doing so by voting to establish a Justice, Care, and Opportunities Department (JCOD) to house and centralize pretrial services. With this vote, the board acknowledged what countless studies have already demonstrated: supportive pretrial services not only lead to decarceration, but also promote safe and thriving communities.²

L.A. now has a rare opportunity to create successful pretrial services and to lead the nation in establishing one-of-a-kind pretrial programming. The county has already advanced its “care first” vision through the creation of pretrial pilot programs and the formation of JCOD.³ However, 2022 saw the jail population hover consistently above rated capacity levels at close to 15,000 people.⁴ Under a system of unaffordable money bail, obtrusive supervision, and an explosion in the use of pretrial electronic monitoring (EM), the countywide pretrial population in jail increased steadily throughout last year and the county is currently detaining more people pretrial than it did in January 2022.⁵ Problems like the abhorrent conditions at the Inmate Reception Center—which prompted a federal judge to order the county to produce a decarceration plan—cannot be addressed without humane and pragmatic pretrial services.⁶

As the county sets up its independent pretrial services agency within JCOD, it can lay a new “care first” foundation. This will allow the county to achieve the transformative vision of community safety the Board of Supervisors supported when it adopted key pretrial recommendations made by the Alternatives to Incarceration (ATI) Work Group.⁷ To meet its commitments, the county should take the following next steps:

**Commit to a model of support rather than supervision as the guiding principle for L.A.’s new pretrial services entity.**

The “care first” approach calls for pretrial support rather than supervision. This is why the ATI Work Group recommended the pretrial services entity be situated outside of law enforcement, even as the county’s current pretrial pilot, the Pretrial Release Evaluation Program (PREP 2.0), continues to move forward as a probation-led initiative.⁸

We know from examples around the country that models of support have positive safety and return-to-court outcomes.⁹ Supportive pretrial services address underlying circumstances—such as needs for housing, treatment, and employment—to help break cycles of repeated incarceration that are driven by systemic needs beyond the person’s immediate case. These services are essential for safe decarceration. In contrast, excessive supervision can destabilize a person’s life and increase their likelihood of reincarceration on a technical violation.¹⁰ And as numerous judges have argued, addressing the interlinked crises of jail overcrowding and mental health needs requires connecting people to care as early as possible, rather than leaving them to languish in jail.¹¹
Shift away from reliance on pretrial electronic monitoring.

The use of pretrial EM has exploded in L.A. County. However, pretrial EM is not “care first” and has not reduced the county’s pretrial population. A study of pretrial EM in Santa Clara County found that people who were electronically monitored were three times more likely to be reincarcerated for a technical violation than those who were not monitored. Further, pretrial EM not only affects people’s rights to freedom and movement, but also their ability to seek employment or other services. According to operational guidelines, participants enrolled in L.A.’s Supervised Release Program are restricted to job-searching for only three to four hours per day, two to three days per week.

Although the use of pretrial EM has skyrocketed in recent years, public safety and rearrest rates remain constant or have increased, underscoring the ineffectiveness of surveillance as a pretrial release requirement. Programs that center support—such as The Bail Project and the Office of Diversion and Reentry (ODR) Housing—have better public safety outcomes than the county’s probation-led PREP program, which centers pretrial EM in its programming.

Publish a clear one-to-three-year plan for pretrial pilot program consolidation and scaling.

One goal of JCOD and the creation of its pretrial agency is to consolidate county efforts and minimize confusion in the courts. There remain multiple pretrial pilot programs that need to be reconciled—specifically ones that focus on care, like the Rapid Diversion Program—so that there is one main entity judges recognize and can hold accountable. Creating one consolidated, “care first” pretrial services entity that does not include probation-led supervision will benefit clients; if a person needs mental health services or suffers from houselessness, they will be provided the requisite services to be set up for a successful release, regardless of courthouse or judge. A consolidated system will provide a full spectrum of supports, from “light touch” services, such as text reminders, all the way through to referrals to higher-need programs like ODR Housing.

Given the existing slate of disparate pilots, to get stakeholder buy-in there needs to be a clear plan for what the newly consolidated entity will achieve and how the agency will scale the programs countywide. This plan should include a robust outline for building out the new pretrial services agency in a “care first” manner, a detailed set of goals and benchmarks for the number of participants and outcomes, recommendations for data collection and transparency, and a strategy for including community members and stakeholders.

Create an implementation group to educate system actors, build program credibility, and troubleshoot problems.

From the outset of creating L.A.’s new pretrial agency, the county should establish a standing meeting with an implementation group comprising local stakeholders (i.e., judges, prosecutors, defense counsel, medical personnel, social workers, community-based organizations, and the public). The group should have sufficient diversity of expertise to accomplish service implementation, program consolidation, and scaling. It must also include justice-involved and formerly incarcerated people, elevating the voices of those most impacted by L.A.’s system of incarceration, as per the ATI Work Group’s recommendations.
Collect data, evaluate program outcomes, and publish results immediately to build support and engagement.

To create buy-in from system actors, JCOD’s pretrial services agency must engage in open communication, provide transparency into program outcomes, and establish a feedback loop from project inception. This buy-in will in turn lead system actors to impose less onerous release conditions, increase referrals to the program, and have greater confidence in released data. In the immediate term, the county’s pretrial programs should collect and share information such as the number of people entering the program, the average length of time in the program, and the average case length. Once JCOD’s new pretrial services agency is fully built out, the county can then begin to report more comprehensive outcomes. This will ensure that inevitable challenges cannot derail the program. As demonstrated by several successful pretrial services initiatives, the way to be resilient in the face of setbacks is to report on process, publish outcome measures, and include all stakeholders in continuous evaluation.  

By following these commitments, Los Angeles can make transformative change.

Although L.A. is a unique jurisdiction, cities with comparable populations and jail figures—like New York—have used supportive pretrial services as part of successful efforts to drastically decrease their jail populations. California jurisdictions such as Sacramento and San Francisco have also used supportive pretrial methods to improve public safety. These programs obtain such positive outcomes by releasing people held pretrial as quickly as possible, using the least restrictive means possible in release conditions, and connecting participants to necessary and supportive services early in the pretrial process.

In line with the success of these jurisdictions, L.A. can lead the nation forward by creating effective new pathways out of jail that center care and decrease the use of pretrial incarceration. Instead of expanding its current PREP 2.0 program as planned, L.A. County needs to focus on creating and expanding supportive services with haste. Building an independent pretrial services entity outside of law enforcement is the first important step, but L.A. must now move to action in making the commitments outlined here. L.A. County is on the ground floor of achieving its “care first” vision, and with community involvement and supportive services established correctly, Los Angeles can become a national example of cultivating pretrial services to accomplish safe, countywide decarceration.
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